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One of the most influential comic book artists ever, Jim Steranko, brings his compelling mastery of the art form to the cover of the book that
has been the Bible of serious collectors, dealers and enthusiasts since 1970! Steranko's take on Batman covers the new prices, new feature
articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of Fame, market reports and more.
“THE FACE OF ADONIS.” Fading film star James Trevor gets plastic surgery done by Dr. Menace, who reveals that he has made Trevor
hideously ugly. But if Trevor agrees to obey Menace’s every command for a month, the doctor will fulfill his promise of restoring Trevor’s
looks! This DC Comics comic book reflects the sensibilities and language of the time in which it was first published. This content is published
without alteration for historical reference.
By Fred Perry (Gold Digger). A not so long ago, in a galaxy relatively close by began an epic struggle on a world seized in the grip of an evil
Victorian empire, the Hegemonic Crux. Only a ragged alliance of rebels oppose the emperor and his black guard, but hope is fading. While
fleeing from the steam-driven war machines of her imperial pursuers, Duchess Imoen stumbles across the home of the last Dragoon: the
legendary storm foil warriors of ancient lore! This new (but strangely familiar) steam-fantasy epic will give thrills that haven't been felt since
1977!
With record prices established on a regular basis, the market for original comic art has never been more compelling. And now a resurgent
animation art market is commanding attention as well. If those areas of collecting seem daunting, The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comic
& Animation Art is a great place to start. The second book in Overstreet's new "How To" series offers the terminology you need to know along
with the expertise of seasoned collectors and dealers who will help you get to know what to look for and how to look for it. Features a Silver
Surfer #1 recreation cover by renowned painter Joe Jusko.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them.
"Comics from the 1500s-present included, fully illustrated catalogue & evaluation guide" -- Title page.
"Originally published in single magazine form as Power up No. 1-6"--Indicia.

Celebrate the landmark 50th anniversary of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide with this special facsimile edition of the
famous, rare blue cover 1971 edition, the second printing of the first Guide from 1971, complete with minor corrections and
additional vintage advertisements. How different were things back then? Action Comics #1, now worth more than $3 million, was
the most expensive listed comic in 1971 for just $300! And that's just one example!
The highly collectible world of lost universes gets a brand-new specially focused edition of The Overstreet Comic Book Price
Guide that also serves as a Photo-Journal of all the books listed. From in-depth looks at the original Milestone and Valiant to
Tower's T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents and Charlton's superheroes, and from Topp's Kirbyverse and the MLJ/Archie heroes to Malibu's
Ultraverse and Marvel's New Universe, this full-color book dives deep into Atlas-Seaboard, Comics Greatest World, Continuity,
Defiant, Future Comics, Triumphant and more. Not only is packed with images and prices, but it also includes creator and collector
interviews and insights.
The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight Detective. Batman. Over eight decades what began as a simple comic book concept in the
pages of Detective Comics #27 has grown into an iconic cultural institution. In addition to mainstays such as Detective, Batman,
Brave and the Bold, Legends of the Dark Knight, Shadow of the Bat, and Batman and the Outsiders, his adventures have
launched scores of one-shots, mini-series, and graphic novels. They've also spawned a hit TV show, multiple cartoon
interpretations, feature films, video games and more. The team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide brings you a
detailed looking at the collectibles, Batman's key adventures, and the creators behind them.
Since the first film debuted in 1977, Star Wars has dominated the collecting landscape like no other franchise. With record prices
set in world of action figures, and the spirited pursuit of movie posters, comic books, video games, novels and other niches
showing no end in sight, the team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide has turned its attention to The Overstreet Price
Guide To Star Wars Collectibles. In addition to detailed pricing, this volume will be packed with insights and collecting tips from
experienced enthusiasts, dealers and more!
As The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide kicks off its sixth decade, the Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and
historians returns with its 51st edition. In addition to the latest prices, the Guide will feature an extensive array of market reports
that break down the marketplace's incredible boom during COVID-19! We take a look at Dick Tracy's 90th anniversary, how
disabilities have been portrayed in comics, the latest inductees for The Overstreet Hall of Fame, and more. Static/Hardware cover
by Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz.
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby's legendary run on Fantastic Four lasted more than 100 issues. Now, witness the continuing adventures
of the First Family told like Stan and Jack never left the book by some of comics' most talented creators in this tribute to the
original Imaginauts! Featuring Dr. Doom, the X-Men, Daredevil, the Sub-Mariner, M.O.D.O.K., the Hulk, Silver Surfer, Black
Panther, the Avengers, Thor and more!
Written and illustrated by Jay Fosgitt (Rocket Raccoon & Groot), Bodie Troll is a rollicking fantasy adventure celebrating the
importance of stalwart friendships and being true to oneself. Bodie Troll wants to be a fearsome creature, but in truth he’s
downright adorable. Alongside his best friend Cholly and her Fairy Godmother, Bodie is up for any challenge, from protecting the
village from spellbound beasts to performing shape-changing theater. If he’s lucky, he just might scare someone along the way. A
massive original graphic novel, including all previously published Bodie Troll stories, for fans of all ages!
Spawn ponders leaving town because his presence endangers the homeless. A spy tells his shadowy boss of Spawn's plans. The lackey
sets up a meeting in the sewers with Spawn and his boss, who turns out to be the Violator. As they battle, the Violator warns Spawn that if he
leaves town, his homeless friends will die.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and selling them
Collectors have trusted the Overstreet name for 45 years, and now Gemstone Publishing's new "How To" series expands further with a trip to
the cinema in The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Movie Posters. From beginner steps in purchasing, displaying, storing and grading your
movie posters, to advanced insight in how to collect by stars, directors, series and genre, and from identifying different standard types of
movie posters to evaluating the stars and film properties with long term mass appeal, the guide book also spotlights great poster artists from
Drew Struzan and Jack Davis to Saul Bass and Robert McGinnis.
For over fifty years, The Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Coins 2013 has been the bestselling sourcebook for collectors.
Reflecting the current skyrocketing prices of gold and silver, this guide has all the information you need to become a knowledgeable coin
collector. Features include: •Over 18,000 prices •Values for every U.S. coin ever minted •An updated market review that traces current
trends in collecting and investing •Hundreds of coin illustrations and a fast-find index for easy identification •Extensive information on buying
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and selling coins at auction, coins shows, online, and through the mail
In a hotheaded attempt to rescue his daughter, Grant McKay threatens to unravel a peace treaty between three godlike races, putting the
entire Eververse at risk! Big changes, bigger action, and a stunning climax that will shake the world of BLACK SCIENCE to its very
foundations!
If looks could kill¡ And in the case of Scarlett Couture, they really can! Walking a razor¡¯s edge between glamorous supermodel and lethal CIA
operative, Scarlett is the ultimate femme fatale ¨C as beautiful as she is dangerous, as smart as she is tough! And she¡¯ll need all her skills
and talents for her newest, most-explosive case! Kidnapped supermodels, shark-infested wrecks, blistering gun battles, and little black
dresses ¨C Operation Stardust has it all! Collects Scarlett Couture #1-4
For more than twenty-five years George Pérez has been a fan favorite in the comic book field. From his artwork for The Avengers and Teen
Titans to the Crisis on Infinite Earths series which forever changed DC Comics, this versatile and influential artist is known for delivering topnotch art that fans can’t get enough of! Now, this second volume in the new Modern Masters series delves into the artist’s life, as Pérez
discusses his Puerto Rican upbringing, how he broke into the comics field, and the attention to detail that has made him one of comics’ top
tier talents. Modern Masters Volume 2: George Pérez contains page after page of rare and unseen artwork, illustrating a comprehensive
interview with Pérez on his stellar career! Released in conjunction with Pérez’ work in the upcoming JLA/Avengers series—one of the most
highly anticipated events in comic book history—this book is the first such retrospective of the highly acclaimed artist, and the ultimate look at
the work of a true Modern Master: George Pérez!

Since 1970, only one comic book price guide has been dubbed "the Bible" for casual and die-hard collectors alike. While others
have come and gone, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide has maintained its stature as the premiere reference source for the
hobby, covering more than a century of comic book history. The essential tool for collectors and investors, the Guide is highly
regarded for its well-researched pricing, in-depth historical information, and incomparable insights into the marketplace. If you
have a comic book collection or are thinking about starting one, you simply can't do without this book! This 30th Anniversary
Edition Includes: The most complete record of existing comic books from the 1800s to the present Redesigned feature sections for
greater clarity and easy reference Market reports by Robert M. overstreet and the Overstreet advisors network Exclusive feature
articles on the origin and history of EC Comics, now celebrating the 50th anniversary of the "New Trend" titles, including interviews
with Overstreet cover artists Al Feldstein and Al Williamson! Exclusive 30th anniversary feature looking back at the birth of a comic
book fan, the first-ever article written for the Guide by Robert M. Overstreet himself! Up-to-date directory of comic book fan wbsites
Tips about collecting, grading and caring for your comics All-new additions to Overstreet Hall of Fame, key sales lists, and
exhaustive indices And much, much more!
THE MLJ COMPANION documents the complete history of Archie Comics’ super-hero characters known as the “Mighty
Crusaders”—The Shield, Black Hood, Steel Sterling, Hangman, Mr. Justice, The Fly, and many others. It features in-depth
examinations of each era of the characters’ extensive history: The Golden Age (beginning with the Shield, the first patriotic superhero, who pre-dated Captain America by a full year), the Silver Age (spotlighting those offbeat, campy Mighty Comics issues, and
The Fly and Jaguar), the Bronze Age (with the Red Circle line, and the !mpact imprint published by DC Comics), up to the Modern
Age, with its Dark Circle imprint (featuring such fan-favorites series as “The Fox” by Mark Waid and Dean Haspiel). Plus: Learn
what “MLJ” stands for! Uncover such rarities as the Mighty Crusaders board game, and the Shadow’s short-lived career as a
spandex-clad superhero! Discover the ill-fated Spectrum line of comics, that was abruptly halted due to its violent content! See
where the super-heroes crossed over into Archie, Betty, and Veronica’s world! And read interviews with Irv Novick, Dick Ayers,
Rich Buckler, Bill DuBay, Steve Englehart, Jim Valentino, Jimmy Palmiotti, Kelly Jones, Michael Uslan, and others who chronicled
the Mighty Crusaders’ exploits from the 1940s to today! By Rik Offenberger, Paul Castiglia, and Jon B. Cooke,with a cover by
Rich Buckler and Joe Rubinstein. INCLUDES 60 FULL-COLOR PAGES OF KEY MLJ STORIES!
Offers collectors detailed guidelines on how to grade the conditions of comic books, explaining a new ten-point grading system
and offering close-up photographs of comic books of every grade and condition.
Learn how to press and clean comic books professionally or for yourself! This how-to guide will show you the long-kept secrets of
the pros, and guide you through the easy process step by step. Also included is a special chapter on washing, a method that is
gaining traction as an unrestorative technique that can remove stains, tanning, foxing, and other defects long thought to be
impossible without restoration! These techniques can also be used on collectible Baseball cards, Magic, Pokémon Cards, and old
documents and artifacts.
Since 1970, the name "Overstreet" has symbolized a vast knowledge of American comic books. While The Overstreet Comic Book
Price Guide helps you learn about comic values, this book teaches you the importance of condition (a factor that is often the key to
real collectability) and how to grade accurately. The Overstreet Guide To Grading Comics includes the 10-point grading system, as
well as exhaustive descriptions of Primary and Split Grades. It spotlights each grade with more than 200 full-color images in all, as
well as articles on storage, preservation, and restoration, a look at the independent, third-party grading companies, and much
more! Available for the first time ever in a hardcover edition!
Written by the ultimate authority on comic book values, this expanded and updated guide lists over 80,000 prices for all
mainstream comic books published in America--from 1901 to the present day. Includes photos, a listing of comic book shops,
marketing tips and publication dates. Illustrated. (Antiques/Collectibles)
The 50-year history of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is documented and celebrated in this lush history of book
collectors and dealers alike have called "The Bible" of the comic book industry. Veteran collectors, historians, dealers, and Bob
Overstreet himself detail the story of the Guide's early days and its importance to the vibrant comic book market that exists today.
Includes vintage concept art, ad materials, a cover gallery spanning five decades, the complete Overstreet Hall of Fame, and
more.

As the demand for new and vintage comic books soars, Standard Catalog of' Comic Books delivers an unparalleled
volume of comic book history and up-to-date prices (in US dollars). Now in its 4th edition, this reference features more
than 5,000 new issues and over 50,000 new facts about comic books published in North America in the last 70 years.
Each listing provides collectors and dealers with original price, cover date, creator names, story titles, character
appearances, original print runs, sales figures and more. This edition gives enthusiasts something they won't find in any
other comic book guide.
COMIC BOOK CREATOR magazine—the new voice of the comics medium—pays tribute to the late, great JOE KUBERT
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in a 160-page double-size BOOK extravaganza! Squeezed between Kubert homage covers by SERGIO CARIELLO and
TIM TRUMAN, this Summer Special is entirely devoted to the legendary comics creator who passed away in 2012.
Included are comprehensive examinations of each facet of Joe's career: Golden Age fan favorite artist, 3-D comics
pioneer, pre-eminent war delineator, top artist-as-editor, incomparable Tarzan writer and artist, founder of the Kubert
School, graphic novelist, P*S magazine helmsman, father to a comics creator dynasty, and inspiration to generations of
aspiring artists—replete with interviews with the master from over the years, plus rarely-seen artwork and artifacts. Editor
Jon B. Cooke (of the Eisner Award-winning Comic Book Artist magazine) has also assembled testimonials,
remembrances, portraits, anecdotes, pin-ups and mini-interviews by peers, faculty, students, fans, friends and family,
with special emphasis on a history of the Kubert School, its illustrious alumni, and Joe's impact as instructor.
"Comics from the 1500s-present included, fully illustrated catalogue & evaluation guide."
The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide [2013/2014]Comics from the 1500s-present Included : Fully Illustrated
Catalogue & Evaluation GuideThe Overstreet Comic Book Price GuideGemstone Pub
Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee Corporationfortune. That's what the world knows of
him, but Zesty is also Magpie, thecorporate saboteur who fights against his father's corrupt business practices.Zesty's
evil tycoon dad is out to destroy an entire rainforest, and he's joinedup with a mysterious sect of ninjas to help keep
'Magpie' from interfering.Prince Ander is the sect agent on the case and Zesty has love at first sight forthis dreamy ninja
master. Zesty can't understand why anyone as noble as Princewould ever work with his father. His mission is to find out
the secret of therain forest, and win Prince's heart in the process!
The Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers and historians marks its Golden Anniversary with The Overstreet
Comic Book Price Guide #50, complete with new prices, new feature articles, new additions to the Overstreet Hall of
Fame, new market reports and more. Find out why the Guide has been trusted for five decades! Spawn/Spider-Man
crossover cover by acclaimed artist Todd McFarlane, recently recognized bythe Guinness Book of World Records!
When brilliant inventor Curtis Metcalf discovers that his mentor and employer is secretly connected to organized crime
and the center of a web of corruption, he becomes the High-tech Vigilante "Hardware" to bring his mentor down. "The
Man in the Machine: Chapter One". Written by Dwayne McDuffie with Pencils by Denys Cowan and Inks by Jimmy
Palmiotti.
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